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Understand worker preferences to make informed decisions to support future of work trends

The average workplace uses 4 video conferencing apps, 4 video calling apps, 4 x 4 x 4 x technology for me to work effectively

My employer does not provide adequate technology

As preferences continue to evolve, IT leaders can take the following steps now to prepare.

Break the mold: The future of work is upon us: IT leaders, are you ready?

INNOVATION MATTERS THAT CAN BE THE CATALYST FOR EMBRACING NEW WORK PREFERENCES

Global

Does the office resemble how we think of it today? What about the workspaces and how your teams communicate?

An IT department of future years may be too restrained in its scope.

WORKFORCE DYNAMICS ARE CHANGING

User preferences are increasing pressure on today's business leaders to change the way work gets done.

UCaaS is the missing link to help organizations get there.

No longer tied down by any one particular location or device, technology sits at the epicenter of the “work from anywhere” paradigm.
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